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The product of an epic road trip to every state in the country, Peter Lik's is a testament to the power

and beauty of nature that we sometimes miss in our own backyard. After five years of painstakingly

seeking out the perfect shot in each region using his trademark colour-drenched panoramic

technique, Lik produced a book of landscape photography packed with stunning, elemental scenes.
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The product of an epic road trip to every state in the country, Peter Lik's is a testament to the power

and beauty of nature that we sometimes miss in our own backyard. After five years of painstakingly

seeking out the perfect shot in each region using his trademark colour-drenched panoramic

technique, Lik produced a book of landscape photography packed with stunning, elemental scenes.

I visited his gallery in New York City and was overwhelmed by his pictures. The effect of his

technology does not come through in this album and, in all honesty, I don't know how it could. The

photos have good composition and are beautiful but don't stand out from other books I have seen.

When I visited his gallery I was in awe of the 3D impact of the photos. They appear more impressive

than the back lit photos we see on the computer and are large but maintain great detail. I did not

measure the photos I viewed in the gallery but they were as large and larger than my 55" TV. The

book could not reproduce this effect. The gallery told me that he prints his photos on a metallic

paper and that they were not back lit . They adjusted the lighting shining on the photos to show me



how it could change their effect. It was beautiful. I am impressed by his photos but I give more credit

to his technique than to the composition.

I bought this for my dad as a father's day present. He is an artist - a painter and a photographer. His

face lit up when he saw this book. We had the opportunity to see Peter Lik's gallery in Vegas - it's

incredible! My dad had his eye on this book while we were there. The photographs in it are stunning.

The way that Peter Lik captures the light and colors is amazing! I highly recommend this to anyone

who is looking for a beautiful gift or a coffee table book for themselves.

I can't wait to retire buy my RV and visit all 50 state in America. I am on a mission to find beautiful

landscapes like the ones in this book.

Yes..met. My expectations. The cover had stains but the book was in good shape

A beautiful, beautiful book! I loved how the author went to each state and took at least one photo.

Fun to look at all of the pictures, and the places the author traveled to.

Enjoyed the book very much. Can look at it many times and just enjoy the photographs

Never seen a photo book so small, you really cant appreciate it

As expected. The pictures were outstanding.
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